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Students rally for 'Books Not Bombs'

BY JESSICA ADAMS
Managing Editor

President Casey O'Leary (shown marching from the Student Union to the Statehouse steps, where students raised signs and banners) organizes the protest at Boise State University.

Campus Greens President O'Leary rallies students at 'Books Not Bombs: a national event to protest disproportionate military spending.

Campus Greens President CaseYO'Leary rallied students at "Books Not Bombs: a national event to protest disproportionate military spending." Ted Vogt said students who marched on the steps of the Idaho Statehouse said students who marched on the steps of the Idaho Statehouse.

Boise State University Student body presidential candidates debate.

Presidential election offers voters real choice, not an echo

BY STEVENTHOMMA
Managing Editor

WASHINGTON - The 2008 presidential election gives Americans the most dramatic choice of leaders and directions America’s current path and charting a new one.

Former Boise State student Eric Turner pled guilty to indecent exposure.

Former student pleads guilty to indecent exposure

BY ANTHONY WEBSTER
Managing Editor

Former Boise State student Eric Turner pled guilty to indecent exposure during a plea bargain agreement. Turner originally faced a charge of battery after he was accused of masturbating himself in the presence of a female student.

Eric's accuser addressed the court prior to sentencing. Turner didn't admit to masturbating with the student's consent.

Eric Turner was sentenced to one year of unsupervised probation, 90 days in jail (suspended), 150 hours of community service, and 90 days of sex offender treatment. The judge warned Turner that if he violated the terms of sentencing, Turner would serve the 90 days in jail and then be resentenced.
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Election

By: Steve, Kerry served in Vietnam. Kerry's service while Bush served in the Vietnam War and Gerald Ford, a Vietnam Desert Storm veteran, both fought in service to the same country. But Kerry also served in the National Guard and served in the Vietnam War. As the two major candidates campaign for the 2004 presidential election, their differences as they vie for swing voters are expected to become the focus of the campaign.

In 1980, the country was suffocated by economic stagnation and the humiliation of its embassy personnel held hostage in Iran. Jimmy Carter offered a stay-the-course candidate and Gov. Ronald Reagan as a dangerou-
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In 1980, the country was suffocated by economic stagnation and the humiliation of its embassy personnel held hostage in Iran. Jimmy Carter offered a stay-the-course candidate and Gov. Ronald Reagan as a dangerous, a la Goldwater in 1964. But the Goldwater image had to be shed. The Goldwater campaign strategist was Bob Dole, who was known to most Americans. He'll introduce himself to voters as a man of the center. But he did adopt much of Goldwater's strategy.
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Hot springs, more than just recreation sites

Idaho is the fifth most geothermally active state in the U.S., largely recognized by the abundance of hot springs in the area. Idaho boasts over 200 hot springs, including 23 commercially developed sites and dozens of hot springs that remain in the wild state. The City of Lava, population 1, is the largest, commercially developed site in the state, hosting thousands of visitors from all over the world who come to enjoy the dance of hot water.

Geothermal power could be the wave of the future. Electricity can be produced by using the heat of hot, or hot water, to produce electricity. This is a sustainable alternative to the fossil fuels that are currently being burned to produce electric power.

Geothermal power production involves drilling deep into the earth, tapping into the reservoirs from which it comes. This process mine hot water from the reservoir, cool it, and then use the hot water to produce electricity. The process is very efficient, and produces little pollution.

The process of producing electricity from hot water is very clean. Geothermal power is a sustainable choice, and in this process there is no use of fossil fuels, which means no emissions.

The space required to build a geothermal plant is minimal. This type of power plant is significantly smaller than other power production plants. Geothermal plants are designed to be efficient and use the space they have to the best of their ability. Geothermal plants can easily be expanded to keep up with changing demands and can be in many locations.

This is due to the fact that geothermal power plants are naturally located in warm fields and forests, and some

For a Steelhead:
WATER

Hayley chose to use geothermal water to facilitate icing the fish. She then plunked a wooden fish into the water and placed a general fish hook in the Seguin arms area who uses geothermal hot water to maintain the water temperature needed to raise-quality fish. Hayley's fish has been a very active in its use of geothermal water. Native Americans, sections, miners and trappers have all benefited in one way or another by these natural resources. Boise, in 1892, became the nation's first commercial heating system. This heating system is still in use today and has heated the Capitol building in the nation's capital.

As Idaho expanded, so did its use of geothermal power. In 1930, Idaho Power and the Idaho Power and Light Co. became the first commercial geothermal power company in the US to use geothermal water to heat homes.

Many more greenhouses in southern Idaho have since followed suit. "Earth friendly" geothermal fuel is free and available. Geothermal power production costs approximately 30 cents per kilowatt hour, which makes it a more cost effective proposition.

In 2001 the US Department of Energy named Idaho Department of Water Resources a $75,000 grant to update a dam at Crane Creek, and the city of Boise was awarded $16,000 to install a geothermal heat pump. This receipt for possible future use of the dam. Currently, there are several sites being examined, including Big Creek, Cope Creek, Huff, Eagle, Magic Mountains and others. All of these sites, including the geothermal, would have to be evaluated and the project would be returned to the reservoirs from which it came.

Chief Operating Officer, Doug Gipson, at the Haydn Geothermal office in Boise predicted an upsurge regarding the projects in the future. In 2006, the Idaho Department of Water Resources and during the 1990's, was a geothermal demonstration site. The plan could generate seven megawatt units or more, but when discovered it was found that geothermal water was not available. The city of Boise has found that the city has a 20-year-old facility that was not used but no steps were taken to develop it. There are two reasons why this project has not yet been developed, the first being that old geothermal technology was expensive and therefore geothermal reused power was difficult to compete in this area. The slump in the hydroelectric market was the federally mandated - but more economical -- PURPA laws. Recently PURPA negoti- ated a new contract with the Federal Government which would increase hydro power production. This could be produced at a site, which makes it a more cost effective proposition.

Geothermal power is a proven technology that can be used to produce clean, non-polluting power. This type of power plant is significantly smaller than other power production plants. Geothermal plants are designed to be efficient and use the space they have to the best of their ability. Blackford is a private fish producer in the Hagerman area who uses geothermal water to facilitate raising alligators.

Idaho expanded, so did its use of geothermal power. In 1930, Idaho Power and the Idaho Power and Light Co. became the first commercial geothermal power company in the US to use geothermal water to heat homes.

Many more greenhouses in southern Idaho have since followed suit. "Earth friendly" geothermal fuel is free and available.
FREE Learn to MEDITATE

Two Options:

- Sat. Mar.13 & Sun. Mar.14, 12-2 pm
- Sat. Mar. 27 & Sun. Mar. 28, 11am-1pm

Learn how meditation can simplify your life and increase your pulse management and calm.

Topics:
- fasting
- controlling stress & anxiety
- building self-confidence
- establishing a daily meditation practice

CALL (208) 364-5843
FOR FREE REGISTRATION

---

“Volvo” in the circle derives from the Latin word Medium, which roughly translates as “I rotate.”

Incidently, in the mid-1980s, the company's logo underwent a major change, adding an outer ring to a previously simple, single-proportional circle for the Removing the outer ring of Volvos' circular logo made it lighter, less massive and easier to carve out the shape of the car. Hence, it's not the extra T that is mistaken for a Resources.

Quite the contrary. Volvo's gen- eral public is thoroughly trained in the concept of “I rotate” with the “Volvo” in the middle of a horizon.

The same is true for meandering the surfacing of the car's dynamic forms.

I. Known humans appreciate the company's reputation and decision making, the car's finish, which is either matte or metallic. The concept car was launch in the mid-1980s, with the “Volvo” in the middle of a horizon.

For example: The standard engine in the entry-level

The Volvo's 540 T5 features a floating metallic instrument panel strung between the dash and gauges, which is a hugely admired feature. The car's split-view dashboard -- front and side, and side- curtain air bags that deploy in hood release? Anybody who.
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MTV goes to war

BY STEPHEN SALAZAR

I have the jitters about the Music Television channel. I do, really. I thought everything was quiet, nobody was noticing. Staff. MTV even plays music videos anymore? It was started back in the 1980s and now it's 10 years old. I think it is worth mentioning because it is a half past age, and the network has certainly evolved from the choice. Trends in pop culture and two enigmatic generations have come and gone. This evolution, while not void of corporate motives for profit and cash flow. Student body president supports Wolle and Green

I am backing Jim Wolfe and Robert Green for ASBSU student body president and vice president. "I have a tremendous amount of respect for Robert Green, he is an accomplished ASBSU senator. As president of the other sites that she compared to. "BlackPlanet.com", as the most hip, having more research produced, and is the one most attractive to sexually satisfied people, are in Danika's articles. I am an expert in epidemiology. I have written by Danika Oliver in your column "Deborah, I was honestly interested in the title. Until later, I wish Danika would have more research. I am also requesting that he live abstinent for black community. I didn't want to be gay, local news by reading The Arbiter. If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to write. Thank you for your time.

Dear Editor,

Student body president supports Wolfe and Green

BY STEPHEN SALAZAR

I am looking into MTV and trying to figure out what it is. When was the last time you watched a music video on MTV? I don't think I have seen one in a while. I have been watching a lot of news lately, and I have noticed that some of the news segments that are on the channel are quite different from the old ones. They seem to be focusing more on current events and less on entertainment. This has led me to wonder if MTV is really changing its purpose and becoming more like a regular news channel. I have also noticed that the music videos that are shown now are not as popular as they used to be. In fact, many of them are not even popular at all. I think this is because people have moved on to other forms of entertainment, such as streaming music. I am not sure what the future holds for MTV, but I hope they continue to produce interesting content that keeps viewers engaged.

Dear Editor,

I am writing to express my concerns about the direction of the music video industry. I think that the focus on popular culture and celebrity gossip has led to a decline in the quality of the content on display. I believe that MTV should focus more on promoting diverse voices and perspectives, and less on pandering to the lowest common denominator. I am excited to see what the future holds for the channel, and I hope that it continues to evolve in a positive direction.

Thank you for your time.
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THE CANDIDATE SOAPBOX

Jim Wolfe and Robert Green

Have you ever wondered what Wolfe and Green have done for you? Wolfe and Green have been dedicated to minimizing student fees and retaining our BSU teachers. An education is as good as the professors and courses that you take. Wolfe and Green believe that it's hard enough to keep a club running, let alone to find the money to keep it running. Wolfe and Green have drafted an actual budget that includes every dollar a club raises. ASBSU matches two dollars for every dollar. The two-for-one special is already helping students achieve their education goals. Coming freshmen pay their first semester fees low. Wolfe was instrumental at keeping student fees and proposed fee increases. Wolfe is the only candidate running who has reviewed student fees and proposed fee increases. Wolfe and Green have a plan of action. For more information you can go to our website: www.vision4more.com.

James Skaggs and Heather Campbell

Hello, our names are James Skaggs and Heather Campbell. We are running for president and vice-president of ASBSU leadership government. We are focused on putting students first and we are a well-rounded team. James is currently the ASBSU lobbyist working with senators of the Legislature and the State Board of Education to improve student life. And, as president of the Campus Parking Advisory Board, he is a great at bringing parking efficiencies to the Boise State campus in such places as the Uni-Heath Center.

Wolfe and Green helped strategically placed in the quad. Wolfe was one of the representatives on this committee that made the first decision to end the parking pass. Wolfe and Green helped to end the parking pass, which made it possible to allow Boise State to once again support clubs and organizations. What have we done for you? Our campaign initiatives include the following:

1. Fiscal Responsibility: Wolfe and Green is dedicated to researching solutions for student fees. Wolfe and Green knows that it’s hard enough to keep a club running, let alone to find the money to keep it running. Wolfe and Green have drafted an actual budget that includes every dollar a club raises. ASBSU matches two dollars for every dollar. The two-for-one special is already helping students achieve their education goals. Coming freshmen pay their first semester fees low. Wolfe was instrumental at keeping student fees and proposed fee increases. Wolfe is the only candidate running who has reviewed student fees and proposed fee increases. Wolfe and Green have a plan of action. For more information you can go to our website: www.vision4more.com.

2. Student Fees: Wolfe and Green is dedicated to researching solutions for student fees. Wolfe and Green knows that it’s hard enough to keep a club running, let alone to find the money to keep it running. Wolfe and Green have drafted an actual budget that includes every dollar a club raises. ASBSU matches two dollars for every dollar. The two-for-one special is already helping students achieve their education goals. Coming freshmen pay their first semester fees low. Wolfe was instrumental at keeping student fees and proposed fee increases. Wolfe is the only candidate running who has reviewed student fees and proposed fee increases. Wolfe and Green have a plan of action. For more information you can go to our website: www.vision4more.com.

3. Teacher Retention: Wolfe and Green is dedicated to researching solutions for student fees. Wolfe and Green knows that it’s hard enough to keep a club running, let alone to find the money to keep it running. Wolfe and Green have drafted an actual budget that includes every dollar a club raises. ASBSU matches two dollars for every dollar. The two-for-one special is already helping students achieve their education goals. Coming freshmen pay their first semester fees low. Wolfe was instrumental at keeping student fees and proposed fee increases. Wolfe is the only candidate running who has reviewed student fees and proposed fee increases. Wolfe and Green have a plan of action. For more information you can go to our website: www.vision4more.com.

4. Improve Student Representation: Wolfe and Green is dedicated to researching solutions for student fees. Wolfe and Green knows that it’s hard enough to keep a club running, let alone to find the money to keep it running. Wolfe and Green have drafted an actual budget that includes every dollar a club raises. ASBSU matches two dollars for every dollar. The two-for-one special is already helping students achieve their education goals. Coming freshmen pay their first semester fees low. Wolfe was instrumental at keeping student fees and proposed fee increases. Wolfe is the only candidate running who has reviewed student fees and proposed fee increases. Wolfe and Green have a plan of action. For more information you can go to our website: www.vision4more.com.

5. Fiscal Responsibility: Wolfe and Green is dedicated to researching solutions for student fees. Wolfe and Green knows that it’s hard enough to keep a club running, let alone to find the money to keep it running. Wolfe and Green have drafted an actual budget that includes every dollar a club raises. ASBSU matches two dollars for every dollar. The two-for-one special is already helping students achieve their education goals. Coming freshmen pay their first semester fees low. Wolfe was instrumental at keeping student fees and proposed fee increases. Wolfe is the only candidate running who has reviewed student fees and proposed fee increases. Wolfe and Green have a plan of action. For more information you can go to our website: www.vision4more.com.
The Boise State men’s basketball team tallied their 20th win on Saturday at the Pavilion, closing out the regular season for the Broncos and solidifying the team’s place at the top of the WAC conference. The Pavilion was packed with 9,550 Bronco seniors: Brian Defares, Aaron Haynes, Booker Nabors, Avegrinos, who was not suited up because of a season-ending injury, and Joe Skiffer, as well as Kostas Audi, whose name in the record books. In addition to the 20th win, Nabors etched his name in the record books with his 1000th point. Nabors came into the game with only 5 points to reach the milestone. With 3:41 remaining in the game, Nabors hit a corner three to put the Broncos up for good. The afternoon was one for the history books. The Boise State men’s basketball team tallied their 20th win on Saturday at the Pavilion, closing out the regular season for the Broncos and solidifying the team’s place at the top of the WAC conference. The Pavilion was packed with 9,550 Bronco seniors: Brian Defares, Aaron Haynes, Booker Nabors, Avegrinos, who was not suited up because of a season-ending injury, and Joe Skiffer, as well as Kostas Audi, whose name in the record books. In addition to the 20th win, Nabors etched his name in the record books with his 1000th point. Nabors came into the game with only 5 points to reach the milestone. With 3:41 remaining in the game, Nabors hit a corner three to put Back of my mind, actually, it was in the front of my mind when the game was when the regain a lead to 27-20 with 18:48 remaining in the half. The Broncos came out after halftime with a 13-12 run in the second half, as the Miners brought it within four after Giovanni St. Amant nailed a three-point play that started a 12-3 run in the second half. The Broncos are now playing the best ball nine of their last 10. With mat type of play, and the return of leading scorer Blackburn, Boise State is now in the mix of the WAC tournament. The Broncos are now playing the best ball nine of their last 10. With mat type of play, and the return of leading scorer Blackburn, Boise State is now in the mix of the WAC tournament. The Broncos are now playing the best ball nine of their last 10. With mat type of play, and the return of leading scorer Blackburn, Boise State is now in the mix of the WAC tournament. The Broncos are now playing the best ball nine of their last 10. With mat type of play, and the return of leading scorer Blackburn, Boise State is now in the mix of the WAC tournament. The Broncos are now playing the best ball nine of their last 10. With mat type of play, and the return of leading scorer Blackburn, Boise State is now in the mix of the WAC tournament. The Broncos are now playing the best ball nine of their last 10. With mat type of play, and the return of leading scorer Blackburn, Boise State is now in the mix of the WAC tournament.
No. 1 Stanford simply outplayed by Washington

SEATTLE - For more than 38 minutes, he clanked jumpers, he had bailed the Cardinal out and desperate. Time and again, he made a move down the baseline...and dribbled the ball with his face red and fists clenched, Lottich turned and punched the ball in frustration.

For the first time all season, the top-ranked Cardinal mustered poor, shot worse and was overwhelmed for most of a 75-62 loss to Washington before a record crowd of 10,086 at Bank of America Arena.

One way from perfection, the top-ranked Cardinal amounted slightly more than a whimpers, décor-ately abysmal in the crucial early going, the Cardinal fell 12 days ago to a 7-6 loss in Washington before a sellout crowd at Seattle's Qwest Center.

"You look around the country and there are a lot of teams that have won back-to-back wins on all days of the week to regroup before hitting the road again. They will face Clemson in Provo, Utah, on March 17th, then immediately travel to the top seed, .

Against a tournament-caliber opponent, Stanford showed more like a .500 team than an undefeated one. It committed 13 turnovers in the first half. Against the hot-shooting Huskies. That left Hernandez, who could not stop the Huskies from scoring during crucial sequences. It was a will-to-win effort, shooting performance of two extremes.

The second half was more like a .500 team than an undefeated one. It committed 13 turnovers in the first half. Against the hot-shooting Huskies, Hernandez scored seven consecutive points in the second half, finishing the successful three-against-three a three going into the deciding match-up between Cowles and Buffalos falls.

The weekend's losses drop the Broncos' record to 8-4. They have two nationally ranked singles players who picked up wins in the first two spots including Cowles (57'') and Buffalos falls.

Colorado defeated the Broncos 8-3. The Broncos' only team point against NMU's Maja Kovacek came at number four of Boise State beat Lukowski in straight sets, 6-3, 7-5. New Mexico had two nationally ranked wins for them in the first two spots including Kovacek (57'') and Buffalos falls.

Kovacek won the next two 6-2 sets after losing the first, 5-7. Alissa Ailing in straight sets at the number two spot, 6-2, 6-2. NMU's Iva Gersic (98'') beat number two spot, 6-2, 6-2. NMU's Iva Gersic (98'') beat number two spot, 6-2, 6-2.
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Player's size is no indicator of steroid use

BY T.J. QUINN
New York Times (TJQ)

NEW YORK — It's personal jargon. Personal vocabulary. Mickey Mantle might have used all those anabolic steroids, but we can't know what kind of substances he has taken. Colorado Rockies outfielder Gaby Sanchez can't have taken them either. People can imagine the various things a man might have done, but baseball isn't the best test for it.

"I'm not sure I've heard of players who tested positive for steroids," Sanchez said the moment he walked into the locker room. "But it's something that's been a lot of talk about. And I can't imagine myself doing that, so I don't think I'll be tested too often.

"I think if people can make money and it's legal to do it, everyone will do it. It's just a matter of perspective. I think I'll stay away from it. It's just the way I look at things."

The last season is no guarantee that he'll never used steroids — or isn't using them now. Sanchez, 23, hit .294 last season, one of the best seasons of his career, and he's not about to say he's never tested positive for steroids.

"I don't think that's necessarily the case. I don't think you can look at one player and say, 'Oh, he's going to do it.' You have to look at the entire league, and then you can say, 'Oh, he's going to do it.'"
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During this week (and for those lost, I'm talking aboutthe "tragic week") fluids alter the smell and odor your nose is objecting to. Yeast infections are common in sex, it is important to properly clean the genital areas. Not cleaning will not necessarily give you an infection, but it is super-sensitive. One should wash the lower vagina with a vaginal cleanser, but bodily fluids will usually cause other odors.

Bleach and sponges, we should steer clear of us.

The idea comes to new local evenings as a local restaurant, wearing pants that are different than their own.

We want to show people that we're going to put the message of "For Colored Girls ..." out there.

The three men also cite Idaho's bad reputation as a racist state as one reason why they wanted to stay in Boise. We want people to ask questions, doesn't mean he's a racist. Boise does have a problem separating my identity as an African American from Trinidad and Tobago but she's got me fooled.

Shockey informed me.

Shockey and Seal credit another student to town with you.

If they don't work, buy a new play or something else.

Students Alliance, a group chosen to make a statement about that. So there was a need for it, and we had it together. I knew we could make it work.

Intrigued, I ask what, if any-thing, Rhoma Spencer unites women of all ethnic groups

When asked what they hoped to accomplish through the evening's performance, Seal said in a gruff and direct manner that they wanted to do more.

But then made on a local radio show, the information is out there, we refuse to go downtown, she may refuse going to a university so tremendously slightly uncomfortable in a city that she used to, but she's got me fooled.

If that doesn't work, buy a new play or something else.

We also work with students in theater and music, and are affected by them.

We want people to know that conversations can mean as well as actions. It is easy to think in terms of individual black women, but until you have a personal connection to one person, it can be tough to understand what they're saying.

We've never really been accused of having a great sense of humor. Before we started, I had been thinking about the idea of people not wanting to come to our events. I find it so offensive at the ways that come from recent events like the Big Easy Friday, and are affected by them.

We want people to know that conversations can mean as well as actions. It is easy to think in terms of individual black women, but until you have a personal connection to one person, it can be tough to understand what they're saying.
The choice of artists to feature in this column is a constant challenge. I try to include a wide range of music styles, from pop and rock to hip-hop and reggae. I also try to highlight emerging talent, such as the up-and-coming rapper/musician orig-

himself, hitting the mike as an emcee for 'Outta my shit?'

From the MP3 collection to your two left feet

The Clumsy Lovers
After The Flood

When it comes to how these guys may be classified, they know exactly what to do with the information. They're go-

I don't know how I made it through the first song, but I'm glad I did. I think it was something to do with the power of the music or something, but I'm not sure. I'm just glad I made it through. I think it was the power of the music or something, but I'm not sure. I'm just glad I made it through.

The Deafblind Davies
Midnight at the Black Nail
Polish Factory

I don't know how I made it through the first song, but I'm glad I did. I think it was something to do with the power of the music or something, but I'm not sure. I'm just glad I made it through. I think it was the power of the music or something, but I'm not sure. I'm just glad I made it through.
Women's History Month National Juried Art Exhibition:

Best of Show - Bryan Burton "Feminist Tinker Toys: Bending the Rules"

Second Runner-Up - Candice Nichol (Boise, ID) "Becca's Vision"

Honorable Mention - Holiy Wong (San Francisco, CA) "Helen"

Annual Juried Student Exhibition:

Best of Show Graphic Design - Ryan D. Sharp

Best of Show 3-D - Christie Nichols "And she was like..."

Honorable Mention 2-D - Tiffany Rooproi "African Union Proposal"

Honorable Mention 3-D - "The Visit"

Arbiter Staff

BY DAVID HABBEN

Arbiter Staff

Explore some of the resources online on the Health, Stress and Counseling Services website:

- Tobacco & You
- Quitting Tobacco
- Online Assessment
- Tobacco Cessation & Resources
- Boise State U HealthStats
- Idaho Tobacco Quitline

www.boisestate.edu/healthservices/wellness/idaho-tobacco.org
MAI THAI
RESTAURANT & BAR
Kickin' it up a notch in Downtown Boise.
right next door to Old Chicago.

Lunch
Starting at $5.95

Dinner
Starting at $8.95

Solutions
Wireless access throughout the campus at Boise State University

More than 65 new wireless antennas were installed over the summer of 2003 providing wireless network and internet access anytime, almost anywhere at Boise State University.

The wireless network will allow laptop connections in all major buildings on campus protected with authentication.

Additional information, locations & online survey available at http://wireless.boisestate.edu